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The judge in this case has now issued an absolutely brutal smackdown that you'll

enjoy reading. It comes complete with a well-earned threat of sanctions.

Folks, this is the single dumbest election lawsuit of the entire cycle, and I've read kraken filings front to back.

https://t.co/PLHTf7HhbM

— Akiva Cohen (@AkivaMCohen) December 22, 2020

Here's the decision. Some highlights follow

https://t.co/u8GypCeRT4

Pretty sure I said this, using slightly different words!
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Hey, @questauthority, it sounds like Judge Boasberg was about as pleased about the long "none of this matters but we

want to say it anyway" section as we expected him to be

https://twitter.com/questauthority,


You CANNOT run into court claiming there's an emergency and you need an expedited schedule so you can be heard

before 1/6 and then just not bother serving anyone for 12 days

OOOOOOOOOF level: Infinity. Achievement unlocked

Seriously, a court saying "this band of merry fuckwits got this wrong for many more reasons than I can cover so I'll just pick

the top FOUR" is not something that you ever want to see



Just going to pause here to remember that the Court did this without opposition briefing (since no opponent was served

nobody responded) because these problems were so glaring

YOU ARE SPECIFICALLY ASKING TO BE DISENFRANCHISED

Not only are you the wrong plaintiffs, but, unfortunately, you neglected to provide the Court with the necessary time-travel

machine



That first highlighting is the politest version of "what the ever-loving fuck were you guys smoking to think that this was a

thing" that I can remember seeing, ever, and I love it.

"must also pause at" is entering my personal litigation toolbox, thanks

There is no rule that requires the court to quote a party's briefing in the order; those "Sic" notations are just twists of the

knife.

Because the substantive argument was loony tunes



ahahahahaha

This judge gets it. As I said, this suit was a political stunt, and the Court is correct not to let itself get used for that.

Note: the grievance committee can issue discipline ranging from "take some CLEs" all the way through "you can no longer

practice in DC Federal Court"



And that's it.

Seriously, this ruling was chicken soup for the ethical litigator's soul. Very much needed
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